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Wedding planning is really very difficult task so we should have to vary carefully for wedding
planning. It is not enough work for choosing only right wedding location and prepare right wedding
menu. We should have to pay also attention reception table decoration ideas because guest invests
more time in the reception area. When ever you will be planning wedding reception table, it is
necessary dÃ©cor according your wedding theme.

Table Decorations for Wedding Reception

Cloth covers of table:-  As we know that mostly people prefer white table cloths cover but you can
change it according your theme. You can even synchronize the table cloth colors with the
bridesmaid's dresses or the bride's bouquet. Napkins can have complementary colors.

Arrange nice shapes of table: - Table shapes play important role for well table decorating. So it will
be good if the table shape is round and oval and also you can take suggestion from your friend and
relatives for choosing better shapes table and arrangement. 

Lighting Effect:- it is another important factor for making well wedding planning. You should have to
use candles of different shapes and colors, to decorate and light up the tables. There are a variety
of choices in floating candles and candles on stand. You can also use mirrors at the base of the
candle to reflect more light.

Centerpiece: Now a day, using floral wedding centerpieces is the most fashionable way of wedding
reception table decor so in mostly wedding reception table is kept a single centerpiece at the center.

Picture Frames: You can also decorate the wedding tables with picture frames. For choosing nice
picture frames you can take help from your family member and friends. 

Season Themed Decorations: You can also decor table according seasonal themes. If weather is
winter then using a combination of red and green color, holy leaves and ivy? Use decorations
shaped like snowflakes to give it a more 'wintry' feel.

Table setting:-  it is very important point that how are you arranging table setting? Use elaborately
folded napkins and manage the colors with the china, tablecloth and the centerpieces. The chairs
should be decorated with ribbons and covers that match the table covers.

So, whenever you are planning about wedding reception table always thing about unique planning
and thing what should be use for making more attractive? You should discuss all the details with
your wedding planner and decide the decoration ideas according to your budget.
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Article posted by Chandan who has better knowledge about a Indian  wedding decorations and a
decoration for reception. They work for FNP weddings  who offer complete a wedding planning in
India.
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